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Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that causes drastic structural
brain atrophy and affects multiple brain functions. Cerebral glucose hypometabolism,
associated with senile plaque density formation, is a pre-symptomatic feature of AD and
significantly contributes to AD’s future development and progression. As cerebral glucose
metabolism gradually slows down due to advanced aging, a healthy adult brain
experiences an 8% decrease in cerebral glucose metabolic rate (CGMR) compared to
a decline of 20%–40% CGMR in AD patients. To bridge the increasing brain energy gap
caused by glucose hypometabolism, ketone bodies (KBs) are used as a supplementary
source of energy as cerebral KB metabolism remains unaffected in AD patients. Ketogenic
interventions such as Medium-Chain Triglyceride (MCT)-induced treatment can help
augment the brain’s energy source availability and might delay further cognitive
decline. With this, we constructed a mathematical model on cerebral glucose and KB
metabolism to illustrate the drastic effects of glucose hypometabolism on healthy aging
individuals, Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) subjects, and AD patients. Through the
generated simulations, we have shown that KB concentration levels rise during
prolonged starvation, and in consideration of glucose hypometabolism, MCT-induced
intervention increases the concentration levels of acetyl-CoA (AC) in MCI/AD patients.
Furthermore, MCT-induced supplement helps increase the AC concentration levels in
healthy adults under normal conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Ketone bodies are water-soluble lipids that serve as supplementary source of energy when there is
insufficient energy supply in extra-hepatic organs such as the brain and heart. They are produced in
the liver and are transported to the brain through monocarboxylate transporters, passing through a
semi-permeable membrane called the blood-brain barrier (BBB) (Guzmán and Blázquez, 2004;
Brady, et al., 2011; McKenna, et al., 2012; Koch et al., 2017; Le Foll and Christelle, 2019). During
prolonged starvation, hepatic KB production can rise to 100–185 g/day, providing sufficient energy
supply for various brain functions (Cunnane, et al., 2016; Longo, et al., 2019).

To bridge the widening brain energy level gap prompted by degenerating glucose metabolism in
certain neurodegenerative diseases such as Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer’s
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Disease (AD), studies recommend the implementation of
ketogenic interventions such as medium-chain triglyceride
(MCT)-induced intervention (Henderson, 2008; Nugent et al.,
2014; Hertz et al., 2015; Cunnane et al., 2016). MCTs are water-
soluble saturated fats that are convertible to ketone bodies
through hepatic ketogenesis (Marten et al., 2006; Pizzorno and
Murray, 2020). MCT-induced intervention can help increase
brain energy levels and delay further neuronal dysfunction
caused by AD (Reger et al., 2004; Henderson, 2008; Newport,
2008; Gandotra and Kour, 2014; Swaminathan and Gregory,
2014; VanItallie, 2015; Cunnane, et al., 2016; Ohnuma, et al.,
2016; Croteau, et al., 2018).

Cerebral Glucose Metabolism and
Acetyl-CoA Production
Energy metabolism is described by a series of biochemical
reactions in ATP production, including glycolysis, pyruvate to
AC conversion, and TCA cycle. Glucose is the primary substrate
in cellular metabolism. In the brain, glucose is transported to the
BBB by the glucose transporter Glut1 through facilitated diffusion
and is carried into the neurons through the high-capacity glucose
transporter Glut3 (Duelli and Kuschinsky, 2001; McKenna, et al.,
2012; Benarroch, 2014). Glut1 and Glut3 facilitate over 95% of
glucose transport to the brain (Duelli and Kuschinsky, 2001;
McKenna, et al., 2012; Benarroch, 2014). Glucose is then
metabolized through glycolysis, a catabolic process in cellular
respiration that is a prerequisite to the Tricarboxylic Acid (TCA)
cycle. As shown in Figure 1, glycolysis is a sequence of 10
irreversible enzymatic reactions which occur in the cytosol of
the cell. In the initial phase, two ATP molecules are bound to a
magnesium ion to form Adenosine Triphosphate Magnesium
(Mg-ATP). Mg-ATP is catalyzed by enzyme hexokinase to
phosphorylate glucose, resulting in Glucose-6-phosphate
(Glucose-6-P). Glucose-6-P is catalyzed by phosphohexose

FIGURE 1 | Glycolytic Pathway. Glycolysis, one of the main metabolic
pathways in cellular respiration that takes place in the cytosol of the cell,
involves 10 enzymatic reactions. Glucose, a 6-carbon water-soluble molecule,
is carried by a glucose transporter. In the preparatory phase, two ATP
molecules are used for the phosphorylation of glucose, which results to
Glucose-6-P. Glucose-6-P is catalyzed by phosphohexose isomerase to
produce Fructose-6-P. Catalyzed by Phosphofructokinase 1 (PFK1),
Fructose-6-P will be converted to Fructose-1, 6-bisphosphate (Fructose-1,6-
diP). Along with the other 8 enzymatic reactions, glycolysis will yield 2 Pyruvate
molecules, 2 NADH molecules, and 4 ATP molecules as its end results.

FIGURE 2 |Pyruvate to AC conversion. Everymolecule of pyruvate loses
carbon dioxide. The remaining two carbons are then transported to the
enzyme CoA to yield Acetyl-CoA.
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isomerase to produce Fructose-6-P. Through
Phosphofructokinase 1 (PFK1), Fructose-6-P will be converted
to Fructose-1, 6-bisphosphate (Fructose-1,6-diP). Along with the
remaining enzymatic reactions in the glycolytic pathway,
glycolysis yields 2 pyruvate molecules, 2 NADH molecules,
and 4 ATP molecules. In Figure 2, pyruvate undergoes
decarboxylation and is catalyzed by the enzyme pyruvate
dehydrogenase complex to AC. Through the TCA cycle, AC is
oxidized to produce ATP (McKenna, et al., 2012; Lenzen, 2014).

An adult brain consumes ~21–30 μmol ATP/g/min for total
energy utilization (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001; McKenna, et al.,
2012). The topography of brain metabolism changes as people
approach advanced aging (Goyal, et al., 2017). A normal aging
human brain experiences metabolic changes, mainly
characterized by the loss of brain aerobic glycolysis (Goyal,
et al., 2017). In the advanced years, healthy adults experience
a 6%–8% decline in their cerebral glucose metabolic rate (CGMR)
while patients with AD and Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI)
suffer a significant fall of 20%–40% in local brain regions such as
frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes (Hoyer et al., 1988). The
deteriorating glucose uptake and metabolism in the brain could
lead to a decrease in pyruvate levels, and consequently, to a
decline in AC production. Furthermore, the drop in both cerebral
pyruvate and AC levels directly affects ATP production.

Ketone Bodies andCerebral KBMetabolism
KBs are produced in the liver through a catabolic process called
ketogenesis (Owen, 2005; Marten, et al., 2006; Pizzorno and
Murray, 2020). Hepatic ketogenesis refers to the production of
ketone bodies in the liver (beta-hydroxybutyrate, acetoacetate,
and acetone) through fatty-acid beta-oxidation (Rui, 2014). KBs,
particularly beta-hydroxybutyrate and acetoacetate, serve as a
subsidiary energy source when there is insufficient glucose supply
in the bloodstream. Under normal conditions, the concentration

level of KBs is less than 0.1 mmol/L and the use of KBs in the
brain is trivial since cerebral processes are dependent on glucose
uptake and utilization (Cahill et al., 2003). Owen (2005)
mentioned that during prolonged starvation, the concentration
levels of KBs exponentially rise and will start to plateau on the
18th day of starvation.

Figure 3 shows the circulating concentrations of β-OHB (X3)
and Actl (X4) in obese yet normal adults who fasted for 40 days
(Cahill and Veech, 2003). The concentration levels of β-OHB (X3)
and Actl (X4) of an adult may rise to 5–8 mmol/L and 1–2 mmol/
L, respectively. In the case of diabetic ketoacidosis, the
concentration levels of β-OHB (X3) and Actl (X4) may range
from 10 to 20 mmol/L and 2.5–5 mmol/L, respectively.

Since fatty acids cannot pass through the BBB, the brain’s
principal auxiliary source of energy is the beta-hydroxybutyrate
which is transferred into cerebrospinal fluid with a Km of
2–4 mmol/L during starvation (Cahill and Veech, 2003).
Hepatic KBs can be produced at a rate of 100–150 g/day,
which can cover up to 70% of the brain’s energy requirement
(Cunnane, et al., 2016).

Astrocytes, described as star-shaped glial cells and the most
numerous type of cell in the central nervous system, are the main
site for fatty acid oxidation (β-oxidation) in the brain (Sofroniew
andHarry, 2010; Siracusa, et al., 2019; Souza, et al., 2019). Note that
this is the only type of cells in the central nervous system that can
utilize fatty acids for oxidative metabolism (Edmond, et al., 1987;
Auestad, et al., 1991). AC in the astrocytes is synthesized by β-
ketothiolase to form acetoacetyl-CoA. Acetoacetyl-CoA can form
acetoacetate in three ways. First is by producing an intermediate
metabolite HMG-CoA to form acetoacetate by enzymes β-
ketothiolase and HMG- CoA lyase, respectively. The second
way is by forming acetoacetate directly from acetoacetyl-CoA by
the enzyme acetoacetyl-CoA deacylase. And the last is through a
reversible reaction by succinyl-CoA β-ketoacid CoA transferase
that produces the by-products succinate and succinyl-CoA. On the
other hand, AC interacts with other substrates to initialize the TCA
cycle (McKenna, et al., 2012).

Ketogenic Intervention and Alzheimer’s
Disease
Several studies propose the use of ketogenic intervention to better
the cognitive performance of AD patients (Reger et al., 2004;
Henderson, 2008; Gandotra and Kour, 2014; Swaminathan and
Gregory, 2014; VanItallie, 2014; Cunnane, et al., 2016; Ohnuma,
et al., 2016; Croteau, et al., 2018). A common ketogenic
intervention used in these studies is the administration of
MCT-induced treatment (Reger et al., 2004; Farah, 2014;
Swaminathan and Gregory, 2014; Cunnane, et al., 2016;
Ohnuma, et al., 2016; Croteau, et al., 2018). The Ingested
MCT, catalyzed by enzyme lipase, produces β-OHB which in
turn will be catalyzed by β-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase to
form acetoacetate (Lee, et al., 2021) (refer to Figure 3: ketolysis
pathway in red). Acetoacetate, together with succinyl-CoA and
enzyme succinyl-CoA β-Ketoacid-CoA transferase, will then
produce acetoacetyl-CoA and succinate. Then, acetoacetyl-CoA
will be catalyzed by enzyme thiolase to produce AC which will

FIGURE 3 |Concentrations of β-OHB, glucose, and Actl in human adults
under 40 days of fasting.
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then initiate the TCA cycle (McKenna, et al., 2012) (refer to
Figure 3: ketolysis pathway in red).

Reger et al. (2004) stated that AD patients with no APOE-e4
allele, a genetic biomarker for AD, showed improved cognitive
functions concerning precipitous increase in beta-
hydroxybutyrate levels, which is said to escalate to 7.7 fold,
more than an hour after the oral dose of the MCT treatment.
Furthermore, in a study conducted involving 11 individuals with
Type 1 diabetes, it was shown that MCT helped in progressing
mental functions such as digit symbol coding and total map
searching whilst preventing the decline in immediate and delayed
verbal memory and verbal memory recognition during
hypoglycemia (Page et al., 2009). Henderson (2008) noted the
significant effects of AC-1202, an MCT variant which is consists
of caprylic acid and glycerin, in elevating serum beta-
hydroxybutyrate levels and improving the cognitive
performance of AD patients with APOE-e4. After 3 months of
treatment, AD patients with APOE-e4 experienced a 4-point or
greater improvement in Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale-
Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog) compared to the control group.
In 2008, Harvey conducted a study on the effects of MCT- and
long-chain triglyceride (LCT)-induced ketogenic diets on 28
individuals. The results showed that the MCT diet caused
higher beta-hydroxybutyrate blood concentration levels than
those with the LCT diet. Furthermore, nutritional ketosis was
achieved faster through the MCT treatment. Cunnane et al.
(2016) also noted that there is a direct correlation between the
prescribed MCT dose and maximal plasma beta-hydroxybutyrate
levels. Furthermore, he mentioned that MCT intake is relatively
safe up to 1 g/kg/day, despite the reported gastrointestinal side
effects experienced by the participants in the aforementioned
studies. However, these studies are only limited to the effects of
MCT on elevated KB levels and do not have effects on the more
pronounced hallmarks of AD which are the beta-amyloid
deposition and tau-tangles formation. Cunnane (2018) claimed
that daily administration of 30-g MCT oil to MCI and AD
patients can help bridge the escalating brain energy gap, that

is, the previous 20%–40% decline in the brain energy requirement
can be reduced to 10%–20%. Table 1 shows the regional
metabolic rates of triglycerides and ketone bodies in mmol/L
before and after the implementation of the MCT-induced
ketogenic treatment.

Glucose uptake and metabolism in adults fall due to
advanced aging and certain neurodegenerative diseases like
MCI and AD, leading to reduced brain energy levels
(Costantini, et al., 2008; Mosconi, et al., 2008; Daulatzai,
2017). With this, we would like to demonstrate through
simulations the effects of cerebral glucose uptake and
metabolism on pyruvate and AC levels under healthy and
deteriorating conditions. This is also to provide more insight
on the presence and significance of KBs in normal and fasted
conditions. As studies endorse the use of MCT-induced
intervention to increase the brain energy levels of MCI and
AD patients, we would like to investigate the effects of MCT on
the concentration levels of the different metabolites in the brain
under normal conditions and to analyze the advantages and
effectiveness of administering MCT-induced ketogenic
intervention to prevent or delay MCI and/or AD progression
and to improve the brain energy levels in terms of AC
concentration levels in MCI and AD patients.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

This mathematical model is based on an existing mathematical
model on KB metabolism (Mariano, 2013). The constructed
model simplified an existing mathematical model and
integrated glucose, glycolysis, and MCT to investigate on the
effect of glucose hypometabolism and MCT to glucose and AC
production. This study applied the Biochemical Systems Theory,
particularly the General Mass Action (GMA) and Power Law
Formalism to methodically illustrate the impact of the fluxes to
the complex energy metabolism process (Savageau and Eberhard,
1987; Savageau, 1988). GMA focuses on the fluxes, that is, every
process in the system is approximated and is mapped directly into
one power-law term. The simplified mathematical model has 8
dependent variables and 18 independent variables (see
Tables 2, 3).

The dependent metabolites include pyruvate (X1), AC (X2),
and the metabolites involved in the ketogenesis such as Act
(X6), HC (X7, and AcAC (X8) and ketolysis such as β-OHB
(X3), Actl (X4), and AcACl (X5) processes in the brain. Instead
of modeling the entire TCA cycle, we opted to simplify the

TABLE 1 | Pre- and Post-Treatment Regional Metabolic Rates of KBs and
Triglycerides (in mmol/L).

Metabolite Pre-treatment Post-treatment

Triglyceride 1.2 ± 0.8 1.6 ± 0.5
β-OHB 0.22 ± 0.18 0.57 ± 0.27
Actl 0.14 ± 0.11 0.25 ± 0.07

TABLE 2 | List of dependent substrates.

Variable name Compound
abbreviation

Substance name Variable name Compound
abbreviation

Substance name

X1 Pyr Pyruvate X5 AcACl Acetoacetyl-CoA from hepatic KBs
X2 AC Acetyl-CoA X6 Act Acetoacetate from astrocytes
X3 Bl β-hydroxybutyrate from the liver X7 HC HMG-CoA or β-hydroby-B-methylglutaryl-CoA
X4 Actl Acetoacetate from hepatic KBs X8 AcAC Acetoacetyl-CoA from astrocytes
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process by considering only up to AC since ATP production is
greatly dependent on the availability of AC molecules. To
demonstrate the impact of glucose on the pyruvate and AC

levels in human adults during the well-fed state and declining
conditions, we integrated glucose (X12) and glycolysis (X13) as
independent variables. Furthermore, to examine the effects of
MCT on the different metabolites in the energy metabolism
chain, we included Triglycerides (X11) and lipase (X21), the
enzyme that catalyzes triglycerides to yield KBs. The added
term c1 represents the hepatic beta-hydroxybutyrate that is
transported into the brain. Furthermore, the list of metabolic
fluxes and reactions are listed in Supplementary Tables S1, S2.
Figure 4 illustrates the glucose and KB metabolism in
the brain.

Considering the metabolic pathways illustrated in Figure 4,
the following mathematical model is constructed.

TABLE 3 | List of independent substrates.

Variable
name

Compound
abbreviation

Substance name Variable name Compound
abbreviation

Enzyme name

X12 Glu Glucose X15 bhd B-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase
X13 ***Gly*** ***Glycolysis*** X16 sc Succinyl-CoA B-ketoacid-CoA

transferase
Substrates in the ketolysis of KBs from the bloodstream X17 thl Thiolase
X9 SC Succinyl-CoA in KB met X18 hl HMG-CoA lyase
X10 Su Succinate in KB met X19 bth B-ketothiolase
X22 NAD+ NAD + in KB met X20 acd Acetoacetyl-CoA deacylase
Substrates in ketogenesis and ketolysis of KB in the astrocytes X23 pdc Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex
X9 SC Succinyl-CoA in KB met X24 cs Citrate synthase
X10 Su Succinate in KB met Additional variables for medium-chain

triglyceride
X14 ACa Acetyl-CoA from fatty acid

oxidation
X11 MCT Medium-chain triglycerides
X21 l Lipase

FIGURE 4 | Glucose and Ketone Body metabolism with MCT from MCT oil. The figure above presents the pathway of both glucose and ketone body metabolism
with additional substrate MCT. The pathway is divided into four components. The ketolysis reactions that take place in the liver are symbolized by red arrows while the
ketogenesis and ketolysis reactions that occur in the astrocytes inside the brain are presented by blue and purple arrows, respectively. The reaction in and around the
TCA cycle is described by green arrows while the black arrow represents the additional incorporated substrates.

TABLE 4 | Plasma KB concentration of healthy adults under prolonged episodes
of starvation.

KB concentration Time

0.3–0.5 mmol/L 12–24 h
1.5 mmol/L 2–3 days
5 mmol/L 8 days
7 mmol/L ≥ 20 days
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_X1 � α1X
f112
12 Xf113

13 − α2X
f11
1

_X2 � α2X
f11
1 + α7X

f25
5 Xf217

17 + α8X
f28
8 Xf217

17 − α3X
f22
2

_X3 � c1 + α4X
f311
11 Xf321

21 − α5X
f33
3 Xf315

15 Xf322
22

_X4 � α5X
f33
3 Xf315

15 Xf322
22 − α6X

f44
4 Xf49

9 Xf416
16

_X5 � α6X
f44
4 Xf49

9 Xf416
16 − α7X

f25
5 Xf217

17

_X6 � α12X
f68
8 Xf621

21 + α11X
f67
7 Xf618

18 + α14X
f85
9 Xf68

8 Xf816
16

− α13X
f66
10 Xf66

6 Xf616
16

_X7 � α10X
f78
8 Xf720

20 − α11X
f67
7 Xf618

18 − α15X
f711
7 Xf819

19

_X8 � α15X
f711
7 Xf819

19 + α9X
f814
14 Xf819

19 + α13X
f66
10 Xf66

6 Xf616
16

− α10X
f78
8 Xf720

20 − α8X
f28
8 Xf217

17 − α14X
f85
9 Xf68

8 Xf816
16

− α12X
f68
8 Xf621

21

The initial concentration values of the metabolites (see
Supplementary Table S3) are based on the data given by De
Vivo and Darryl, (1978), Hall et al. (1984), Veech (2003), Yugi
and Masaru, (2004), and Chalhoub (2007). The kinetic orders,
rate constants, and kinetic parameters used in this study are
primarily based on the values previously given by Mariano
(2013), Shirashi and Savageau (1996), and Yugi and Masaru,
(2004) (see Supplementary Table S4). The kinetic parameters of
glucose (X12) are approximated based on the data provided by
Cahill and Veech (2003). The MatLab code for the constructed
model is provided for reproducibility purposes (downloadable
from https://github.com/angelynlao/Modelling-the-Effects-of-
MCT-on-Cerebral-KB-Metabolism.git).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we took into consideration two metabolic
conditions: well-fed state and prolonged starvation. To
equitably compare the concentration levels of the different

metabolites under various conditions at steady state, we only
considered the data involving human adults since humans of
different stages have varying concentration levels of glucose and
KBs (Cahill et al., 2003). Also, since we aim to investigate the AC
and KB concentration levels of MCI/AD patients, it would be
reasonable to compare them with that of healthy human adults
and healthy aging adults. With this, we refer to healthy human
adults in a well-fed state (normal condition) as the control group.

Glucose and Ketone Body Metabolism in
Healthy Adults
Considering the established mathematical model presented,
Figure 5 shows the concentration levels of the dependent
metabolites in a healthy human adult in a well-fed state.

It is shown that in a well-fed state (glucose X12 = 7.5 mmol/L),
the concentration level of pyruvate is approximately 0.13 mmol/
L. On the other hand, the concentration levels of β-OHB and Actl
are 0.0849 mmol/L and 0.0479 mmol/L, respectively. These
results correspond to the claim of Cahill and Veech (2003)
that in normal conditions, the concentration levels of both
KBs are lower than 0.1 mmol/L. Furthermore, the computed
pyruvate concentration level falls within the normal range of
0.08–0.16 mmol/L. Note that in normal conditions, glucose is the
brain’s primary energy source, hence, the glycolytic pathway,
pyruvate synthesis, and AC production are all active. Thus, the
production of KBs is kept at low levels since there is enough
supply of glucose in the bloodstream.

Glucose Levels Under Normal and
Hypometabolism Conditions
To determine the effect of glucose uptake and metabolism in
normal and hypometabolism conditions, we investigated the
varying concentration levels of the control group, healthy
aging adults group (HAA), and MCI/AD group (M/A). It was

FIGURE 5 | Time Plots of the Dependent Metabolites of a Healthy Human Adult in aWell-Fed State. The concentration level of pyruvate (~0.13 mmol/L) is within the
normal range (0.08–0.16 mmol/L) while the concentration levels of the KBs (β-OHB and Actl) are both below 0.1 mmol/L.
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mentioned that even healthy aging adults experience an
approximately 6%–8% decline in cerebral glucose uptake and
metabolism while MCI and AD subjects suffer a huge fall of
20%–40%. With this, we assigned glucose (X12) = 6 mmol/L for
healthy aging individuals and glucose (X12) = 4.5 mmol/L for
MCI/AD subjects whilst maintaining glucose (X12) = 7.5 mmol/L
for the control group. Figure 6 shows the time plots of the
concentration levels of the dependent metabolites of the control,
HAA, and M/A groups. Based on the simulations, notice that the
concentration levels of the metabolites in cerebral KBmetabolism
remained the same in all groups while the pyruvate and acetyl-
CoA concentration levels of HAA and M/A groups are decreased
by around 40% as the glucose levels decreased. This may be due to
the claim that cerebral KB uptake andmetabolism are not affected
by the worsening cerebral glucose uptake and metabolism and
that the decline in cerebral energy metabolism is mainly specific
to glucose (Castellano, et al., 2015; Cunnane, et al., 2016).
Furthermore, the generated simulations affirm that lower
glycolytic activities lead to lower pyruvate synthesis, and
consequently, to lower acetyl-CoA production (Cunnane,
et al., 2011).

Ketone Bodie Levels Under Normal and
Hypometabolism Conditions
Table 4 below shows the KB concentration of healthy individuals
under prolonged starvation (Hashim and VanItallie, 2014). In
this case, we assigned the healthy young adults in a well-fed state
as control group 1 and the healthy young adults in starved
conditions as control group 2.

For control group 1, glucose (X12) = 7.5 mmol/L, hepatic β-
OHB c1 = 0.08 mmol/L, kinetic order for β-OHB uptake f311 =
0.12, and kinetic order for Actl utilization f44 = 0.5. For control
group 2, glucose (X12) = 4.5 mmol/L, hepatic β-OHB c1 =
0.7 mmol/L, kinetic order for β-OHB uptake f311f311 = 0.5, and

kinetic order for Actl utilization f44 = 1. The approximated value
of hepatic β-OHB (c1) is increased since the hepatic KB
production during prolonged starvation also drastically
escalated. Furthermore, the rate constants a4 and a5 and
kinetic orders for β-OHB uptake f311 and Actl utilization f44
are also modified to imply the significant changes in the
heightened KB transport, uptake, and metabolism in the brain.

Hepatic β-OHB c1 is approximated to 0.7 mmol/L to indicate the
concentration level of β-OHB after 2–3 days of fasting, which further
represents the episode of prolonged starvation. During prolonged
fasting or starvation, KBs substitute glucose as the brain’s source of
energy. In this case, the liver can produce KBs at the rate of
100–150 g/day (Cunnane, et al., 2016), facilitating elevated KB
production, transport, uptake, and metabolism in the brain.

Figure 7 shows the individual time plots of β-OHB (X3) and
Actl (X4) in normal (blue line) and prolonged starvation
conditions (magenta). Noticeably, there is a significant
increase in β-OHB (X3) and Actl (X4) levels during prolonged
starvation. After 24 h of fasting, the body’s glycogen reserves start
to deplete, prompting the liver to produce more KBs through fatty
acid β-oxidation. At this time, the concentration levels of β-OHB
and Actl escalate to 0.5mmol/L and 0.12 mmol/L, respectively. In
2–3 days of fasting, the concentration level of β-OHB of the
control group ranges from 1.0 to 1.4 mmol/L, and that of Actl is
between 0.29 mmol/L and 0.45 mmol/L. After 10 days of
continued starvation, β-OHB is around 3.3 mmol/L and Actl is
estimated as 1.2 mmol/L. As the interval continues, the
concentration levels of β-OHB and Actl reach more than
6 mmol/L and 2 mmol/L, respectively, which relatively mimic
the data presented by Cahill and Veech (2003). Note that the
approximated values used to generate these simulations were kept
at the minimum to ensure that the β-OHB and Actl concentration
levels will not exceed 10 mmol/L and 2.5 mmol/L, respectively.
This is to prevent the manifestation of diabetic ketoacidosis, a
serious complication of diabetes characterized by high KB levels.

FIGURE 6 | Time Plots of the Dependent Metabolites of the Control (blue), HAA (green), and M/A (red) groups. The concentration levels of pyruvate (X1) and AC (X2)
fall as glucose (X12) levels also decrease. The time plots of the other independent metabolites are essentially overlappingwhich indicate that the concentration levels of the
remaining metabolites in both neurons and astrocytes remain unaffected by the glucose levels under both normal and hypometabolism conditions.
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Ketoacidosis may cause ketonemia (presence of high KB levels in
the blood) and ketonuria (presence of high KB levels in urine),
and in worst scenarios, it may even lead to mortality.

Effects of Medium-Chain Triglyceride
-Induced Intervention to Mild Cognitive
Impairment and Alzheimer’s Disease
Subjects
To investigate the effects of MCT-induced treatment on the
deteriorating cerebral glucose uptake and metabolism in MCI/

AD patients, we used the established mathematical model and
parameters to generate the initial simulations of the dependent
metabolites in the control group. The time plots shown in
Figure 8 are generated to indicate the concentration levels of
the dependent metabolites under the following conditions:
control group (blue), MCI/AD without MCT-induced
treatment group (red), and MCI/AD with MCT-induced
treatment group (green). For the control group, glucose (X12)
= 7.5 mmol/L and MCT (X11) = 0 mmol/L; for the MCI/AD
group without MCT-induced treatment, glucose (X12) =
4.5 mmol/L and MCT (X11) = 0 mmol/L; and for the MCI/AD

FIGURE 7 | Time plots of β-OHB and Actl in the literature (red), normal group (blue), and starved group (magenta). The blue line represents the concentration levels
of the control group [glucose (X12) = 7.5 mmol/L, hepatic β-OHB c1 = 0.08 mmol/L, kinetic order for β-OHB uptake f311 = 0.12, and kinetic order for Actl utilization f44 =
0.5] while the magenta line refers to the concentration levels of a human adult in a prolonged starvation episode [glucose (X12) = 4.5 mmol/L, c1 = 0.7 mmol/L, f311 = 0.5,
and f44 = 0.8]. During prolonged fasting, the concentration level of β-OHB rises from 0.08 to 6 mmol/L. Likewise, Actl levels escalates to over 2 mmol/L from
~0.01 mmol/L under normal conditions.

FIGURE 8 | Individual Time Plots of Concentration Levels of the Dependent Metabolites on Different Control Groups. The blue line refers to the young and healthy
human adult control group, the red line represents the MCI/AD without MCT-induced treatment group, and the green line indicates the MCI/AD with 30 g MCT-induced
treatment group. The MCT-induced treatment increases both KB and acetyl-CoA levels of MCI/AD patients. With the MCT-induced treatment, the 38% plunge in acetyl-
CoA levels caused by glucose hypometabolism is lowered to 12%. For pyruvate (X1), the simulations for the MCI/AD without MCT-induced treatment group (red)
overlapped with that of the MCI/AD with 30 g MCT-induced treatment group (green), which denotes that the pyruvate concentration level of MC/AD patients are
unaffected by the presence of MCT in the body. Furthermore, the simulations for β-OHB (X3), Actl (X4), AcACl (X5), Act (X6), HC (X7), and AcAC (X8) of the control group
(blue) and the MCI/AD without MCT-induced treatment group (red) coincide since varying glucose levels (normal and hypometabolism conditions) do not have a
significant impact on cerebral KB metabolism.
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group with MCT-induced treatment, glucose (X12) = 4.5 mmol/L
and MCT (X11) = 1.6 mmol/L. The assigned MCT value is based
on the post-treatment regional metabolic rate of triglyceride given
by Cunnane (2018). For metabolites pyruvate (X1), β-OHB (X3),
Actl (X4), AcACl (X5), Act (X6), HC (X7), and AcAC (X8), the
simulations of the control group (blue) and MCI/AD without
MCT-induced treatment group (red) overlap since the cerebral
KB uptake and metabolism for healthy adults and MCI/AD
patients remain unaffected despite the decline in cerebral
glucose uptake and metabolism. A significant increase in the
concentration levels of β-OHB and Actl can be observed after the
implementation of the ketogenic treatment where the previous
0.0848 mmol/L and 0.0479 mmol/L soared up to 0.3079 mmol/L
and 0.1742 mmol/L, respectively. The generated simulations for
β-OHB and Actl fall within the range 0.57 ± 0.27 mmol/L and
0.25 ± 0.07 mmol/L in the post-treatment observation and
support Cunnane et al.’s affirmation (2016) that a 30-g dose of
MCT oil can increase the maximal plasma concentration of β-
OHB to approximately 0.50 mmol/L. Further, the elevated KB
levels elicited by the MCT-induced treatment caused an evident
improvement in the AC levels. The AC concentration levels of
MCI/AD without MCT-induced treatment group = 0.16 mmol/L
escalated to 0.23 mmol/L after the treatment implementation.
Comparing these values to the AC level of the control group
which is approximately 0.26 mmol/L, it can be observed that the
AC level gap between healthy young adults and MCI/AD patients
is roughly 62%, which demonstrates a 38% decline in the brain
energy requirement. After the treatment, the 38% decline was
reduced to 12%. These results ratify Cunnane’s assertion of
lowering the brain energy requirement gap from 20%–40% to
10%–20% through ketogenic intervention.

Effects of Medium-Chain
Triglyceride-Induced Supplement to
Healthy Adults
The simulations of the concentration levels of AC and β-OHB of
healthy adults who take and who do not take the said supplement
are also compared and studied (see Figure 9). Based on the
simulations, when a 10-gMCT oil is used as a food supplement by
healthy adults with no medical concerns or complications, there
is a noticeable increase in both β-OHB and AC levels. Despite an

approximate 0.12 mmol/L jump in the β-OHB level, 0.30 mmol/L
(= 5.41 mg/dl) is still considered as a small level of KB, hence, the
healthy adults who take the 10-gMCT supplement may not suffer
from ketonemia nor ketonuria. In addition, these adults have
higher AC levels than those who do not take the supplement,
hence, a perceivable increase in ATP levels.

CONCLUSION

Cerebral glucose metabolism precedes and is strongly related to
AD’s distinctive element—senile plaque density formation.
Although cerebral glucose metabolism moderately degenerates
due to advanced aging, the severe decline in cerebral glucose
uptake and metabolism in AD patients is atypical. Since cerebral
KBmetabolism is insusceptible to glucose hypometabolism in AD
patients, KBs are utilized as a substitute energy source to mitigate
the stretching gap in brain energy requirements. With this,
Medium-Chain Triglyceride (MCT)-induced treatment, a
common type of ketogenic intervention, can be administered
to boost the brain’s energy source availability. MCT-induced
treatment might also help improve the cognitive performance
of MCI/AD patients.

We constructed a mathematical model on cerebral glucose and
KBmetabolism to validate the impact of glucose hypometabolism
on healthy aging individuals and MCI/AD patients. Through the
generated simulations, we verified that there is an increase in KB
concentration levels during prolonged starvation and that MCT-
induced intervention elevates the KB and AC levels by around
30%–40% in MCI/AD patients. Also, it is shown that the MCT-
induced intervention can minimize the widening 38% difference
in AC levels caused by glucose hypometabolism to 12%. More so,
the consumption of MCT-induced supplement under normal
conditions may elevate the AC concentration levels in healthy
adults. The constructed model may be extended by integrating
other key substrates such as lactate (which might need to explore
on the astrocyte-neuron-lactate shuttle theory), glutamate (an
amino acid found in both neurons and astrocytes which serves as
a neurotransmitter and is linked to the some neurodegenerative
diseases such as AD and Huntington’s disease), and 2-
oxoglutarate (a TCA cycle intermediate that plays a vital role
in glucose, amino acid, and fatty-acid oxidation). The

FIGURE 9 | Time Plots of AC and β-OHB of healthy adults without (blue) and with 10-g MCT oil supplement (green).
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comprehensive functions of the glycolytic and pentose phosphate
pathways (PPP) may also be taken into consideration to
investigate on the role of glucose in cerebral energy metabolism.
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